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Spoilers within.

The last decade of television programming has all been a dream. Viewers around the country will
wake up one evening soon  and find all of the loose ends that have been  hanging from their favorite
shows neatly tied up. Explanations will be forthcoming and we’ll rest assured that each and every
character has continued on into re-run perpetuity with all of their back stories sorted out. Well, at
least I can hope that’s what will happen, although I know deep down that nothing of the sort will take
place. Seinfeld, The Sopranos, The X-Files all have shown us dismal finales that don’t answer
much of anything and leave us with a mixed bag of feelings toward once beloved programs. Will
Lost follow suit? Signs point to…maybe.

Lost has filled it’s final season with a great big Easter egg hunt in which viewers are treated to small
clues toward the finale and visits by departed cast members. Now, if you haven’t watched Lost at all
up to this point, let me fill you in. There was this plane crash and then….Just kidding. I could write a
Lost blog (one of thousands) and still never be able to explain this phenomenally weird TV series.
Watch the previous seasons and e-mail me (sometime in September) with thoughts. Last nights big
Easter eggs were the return of Charlotte Lewis and the kinder, gentler James Sawyer/LaFleur Ford.
We are now set up a little better than last week for the final eight episodes of Lost. Sawyer is pitting
Smokey and Widmore against each other in a battle reminiscent of Survivor. What makes Lost so
confoundingly strange is the way the producers have managed to lob more questions at us with two
months to go than real answers. I find myself going back several weeks. Why did Keamy have Jin in
the meat locker? What’s the significance of the watch? Is Benjamin Linus really so meek? Why is he
acting like Wormtail to Locke’s Screwtape?  How does LA reality connect to Island reality? Did
alternate Sawyer find alternate Anthony Cooper in Sydney, or is Tony stuck in 1977 driving Squad
51? Who is infected among the Oceanic Six? Will Claire ever clean up and ditch the Courtney Love
look?  I fear no answers are coming.

There are as many ideas about Lost as there are methods for cooking eggs. Here are my prevailing
theories:

→Jorge Garcia will replace Jennifer Love Hewitt on the CBS series The Ghost Whisperer.

→Jacob was never alive in the first place and will put the smack down on Smokey.

→Juliet was right when she died and the bomb did “work.” They’re all dead in the LA reality and on
the island, trapped in TV purgatory.

→Ben is still in charge, despite the humility engendered by Smoke Monster Alex. Richardus Alpert
will give up guyliner in the next episode.

→Sawyer will sleep with every female member of the cast, including Stewardess Cindy from the
temple.

→Despite Sun’s new level of hotness, her island persona will reunite with Jin. Her LA persona will
speak English and divorce freezer Jin.
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